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bungled everything that passed through his hands ....
but, notwithstanding, regarded himself to the last as chosen
by Providence to prepare for the coming of the millennium
(Dommens Dag, v, 2).
Det forj&ttede 'Land is a sombre book, a story of that
hardest of all tragic fates,, disillusionment. The moral,
if one may speak of a moral in a writer so studiously
amoral as Pontoppidan, is that the idealists and
dreamers, the geniuses of the world, are hopelessly
in the wrong ; that the price must inevitably be paid
by all who, either by their gifts or their ambitions,
dare to raise themselves above their fellows, That
Pontoppidan has been influenced by Ibsen's Brand is
hardly to be gainsaid; Emanuel is a prose Brand,
Brand in a specifically realistic milieu^ a Brand in whom
all the torments to which such a nature is exposed are
relentlessly laid bare, as they could not be in five acts
of trochaic verse. The pitiful sacrifice of EmanuePs
child has clearly been suggested by the similar incident
in Ibsen's drama.
Disillusionment, too, is the theme of Lykke-Peri but
Lykke-Per is planned on a much broader basis, and is
more closely knit together than its predecessor. It
seems to me, indeed, easily the most powerful novel
of modern Denmark, and even a landmark in the
development of realistic fiction in Europe. Pontop-
pidan's horizon had widened ; one sees it in the more
varied range of the shorter stories which preceded
and accompanied Ljkke-Per. To these belong the little
story Orneflugt (Eag/is Flight], to which Andersen gives
typical significance, as containing the quintessence
of Pontoppidan's art. Here, as in most of his work
at this time, he is clearly searching for new moral
values—" the rights of passion and the great emotions".
This is to be seen in the story entitled Mimoser
(Mimosas)* on which the controversies evoked by the
Doll's House and Bjornson's Gauntlet have left their
mark. Or again, he may seek new social and political
ideals, as in Nattevagt (Nigbtwafcb), Den Game Adam

